CIRCUIT BREAKER
Monitoring

Optimizer3 Circuit
BREAKER MONITOR
The INCON® Optimizer3 Circuit Breaker Monitor delivers advanced
automated reporting of all critical circuit breaker diagnostics to ensure
uptime and facilitate predictive maintenance. The early small-scale
problem detection and automated system performance evaluation
capabilities of the Optimizer3 help improve the efficiency, service life, and
reliability of electric utility systems.

Condition based maintenance
Armed with a high degree of circuit breaker
performance insight from the Optimizer3, utilities can
deploy maintenance with intelligence and only as
needed. This limits truck rolls, speeds reaction time, and
lowers overall maintenance costs - all while promoting
safety with reduced on-site exposure.

EXTENDED CIRCUIT BREAKER LIFE
Targeted maintenance enables utility technicians to
repair a small issue before it causes a substantial
failure that may require equipment replacement or an
entire overhaul of a high-cost asset.

24/7 Real-time Analysis & REPORTING
Along with its array of sensors, the Optimizer3 monitors both the mechanical and electrical
performance of the circuit breaker to perform trending analysis that predicts the date of future
service. Reporting is automatically delivered via a number of standard communication paths.

Breaker timing
In the milliseconds it takes for a circuit breaker to trip, the Optimizer3 collects a full battery of
timing data. Measurements including opening (trip) time, clearing time, arc duration, and opening/
closing travel times and velocities are automatically analyzed to provide a full assessment of the
circuit breaker’s health - something off-line testing simply can’t deliver.

EASY SF6 REPORTING
The Optimizer3 aids in the mandatory compliance reporting required by the EPA, resources
boards, and other regulatory agencies by monitoring for SF6 gas leaks and related indicators
and automatically reporting any fugitive emissions.

DATA COMMUNICATION
Performance data is delivered through standard network
communication protocols to maintenance, reliability, and
environmental protection stakeholders.

Web-Based Software
The web-based interface allows users to securely connect
directly to the Optimizer3 data from any web enabled device
without having to host anything on a server.
The Optimizer3 is ideal for high-voltage, live or dead-tank, oil, vacuum or gas circuit
breakers and can be magnetically wall-mounted without having to drill.
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